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Motivation

Experiments

➢ Information bottleneck (IB) trade-off tries to minimize the mutual
information between the input data and the hidden
representation

Dataset -- shiftedMNIST
(a) Each digit is
associated with a fixed
type of texture

➢ Useful discriminative features may be lost when multiple of them
are correlated (e.g. feature cooccurrence) in conventional model
training process

(b) Each digit is
associated with a
random type of texture

Fig. 1 The architecture of the proposed method.

➢ The maximization instead of minimization of mutual information
between hidden representations may provide more information
to the final classifier for learning discriminative features

Method

Constructing sample pairs
➢ Upsampling (l+1)-th feature maps to the size of the l-th feature maps
➢ Sampling feature vectors

We propose an information flow maximization (IFM) loss as a
regularization term to find the discriminative correlated
features. With less information loss the classifier can make
predictions based on more informative features.

Fig.3. Some training examples (a) and test samples (b) from the
shiftedMNIST dataset.

Task
➢ Train a 10-way classification model on images with
fixed pairs of digit and texture type
➢ Test the learned model on images with random pairs of
digit and texture type
Results

Mutual information estimation
Mutual information is calculated as

Fig. 2 Constructing sample pairs from the joint distribution and the product of
marginal distributions.

Information flow maximization
which can be approximated by maximizing
P is the joint distribution p(x, z) and Q is the product of marginal
distribution p(x)p(z). 𝜎 is the sigmoid activation.

Lclf is the classification loss (e.g. the softmax loss) and M is the number of layers that
used to calculate the information flow.

➢ Baseline model is sensitive to texture features and
ignores digit features for the 10-way classification task
➢ Information maximization flow helps model learn both
digit and texture features for the classification task

